
nonreligious peoples, considering that this con-
stitutes the primitive state (Urzustand). From a
scientific perspective he wholeheartedly agrees
with the attempt, underpinned by religious feel-
ings, to object to this degradation: Absolute
irreligion, real atheism is the result of a rickety,
mentally indifferent over-culture, but never the
effect of a primitive, uncivilized state. The latter
maintains, even at its ultimate state of demise, a
need for religion, which corresponds to a similar
possibility for religion, even if it is expressed so
inaccurately and confusingly. (B. v. Strauß).
According to Ratzel, Ethnography does not rec-
ognize nonreligious peoples, but only different
evolutionary stages of religious ideas, which in
some peoples are described as that of the chry-
salis, small and hidden, while others have created
numerous myths and legends. Resorting again to
the example of the language, he asks the atten-
tion of researchers, so as not to detect—espe-
cially with regard to religion—primitive
situations behind each case of imperfection. To
those who do not identify anything but a
regression from higher religious stages—due to
their inability to explain the decline of great
religious ideas (he mentions the Christians of
Abyssinia, the Thomists or Mongolian Bud-
dhism), the fetish rituals of Negroes or the belief
in ghosts by the Hottentotts—he argues that the
power of spreading of religious ideas is propor-
tional to the certainty that they will decline, if
they are abandoned in the mayhem of the mate-
rial life of culture-orientated peoples, as they will
be fragmentarily disconnected from a large living
mythology or a spiritual theoretical system.
Today we find declining fragments of Christian
attitudes in Indian or Polynesian myths. Unless
we had suspected the history of their transfer,
they could be of use to evolutionists in order to
prove that some seeds of our wonderful Christian
religion exist.35 Even the folk poems of nature-
orientated peoples, collected with great affection
and painstaking work over the last 20 years,
raise in certain points the suspicion that an off-
shoot of European myths, fairy tales, etc. were
accidentally found there, creating on foreign soil

offshoots thanks to the multiplying momentum
that characterizes the nature of these imaginary
creatures.36

In support to the above, Ratzel cites Max
Müller, who recognized in his work Callaways
Nursery Tales of the Zulus (1866) a deeper
thinking in the Zulu, pointing out that their myths
too, just like ours, at least to the extent that they
refer to spirits, fairies and giants, suggest the
existence of a remote civilization or at least a
long process of development. In the same
direction, language irregularities indicate pre-
cisely through their peculiarity that there was
sufficient time to consolidate clearly transferred
structures and that there was a time during
which what is currently considered random and
meaningless, was created on the basis of rules to
serve a specific purpose. This above reasoning
proves his point, according to which the intel-
lectual life of nature-orientated peoples declines
and regresses, rather than aiming towards evo-
lution. Of course, he stresses that the verification
of this opinion presupposes a very detailed con-
trol of Egyptian, Indian, Arab and European
sources, wherefrom such stimuli could spring,
and forsees that in spiritual life, that is, mainly in
the religious sphere of the most remote African
peoples, traces of Egyptian traditions will be
found, which would probably be detected in
other cultural possessions.37

4.2 People Evaluation

Ratzel distinguishes the activities of a people in
“internal”, aiming at its sustainability and con-
tinuation, and “external”, focusing on the inter-
action with other people. These functions
correspond to the distinction between vegetative
(vegetarisch) and instinctive (animalisch) activi-
ties, which are present in every organic body
(Ratzel explains that walking represents an
instinctive act, while digestion or the heartbeat
are vegetative functions) and they are closely

35On the Theory of Diffusionism see Chap. 5.

36Ratzel, Fr.5 (1882): Die Stellung der Naturvölker in der
Menschheit, pp. 7–8.
37Ibid., p.8.
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linked and interdependent, since external activity
depends on the healthy condition inside,
regarding both people as well as individuals.38

Executors of external activities are mainly indi-
viduals, while families execute the internal ones.

4.2.1 Family39

According to Ratzel, the domestic life of peoples
is based on family, which is the ultimate unit
(writer’s note: in other words, the core unit of
analysis) of the domestic life of peoples,40 com-
parable to the living, fundamental organisms of
cells, which create our bodies, but also any
organic entity.

Apart from their function as the epicentre of
life, these cells also constitute carriers of life of
the organism as a whole, since life evolution and
the multiplication of each unit promotes life and
the propagation of the whole. The more perfect
each cell is as a unit, the better each drop of
protoplasm fulfills its tasks, the more refined will
be the life of the organism as a whole. The more
intensively life moves inside, the stronger the
heart of the whole organism beats. Cell prolif-
eration contributes to its growth, the detachment
of young cells to its proliferation, the disposal of
old cells brings its renewal and the necrosis of
cells means its death. Therefore, Ratzel believes,
family is for a people what cells are for a body,
namely the epicenter wherefrom the renewal and
proliferation of a people starts; the concentration
points of economic life and its locus of
training.41

The creation of a family and the maintenance
of its cohesion are mainly the work of women,
who have played a pivotal role in the develop-
ment of our culture, especially after women
admitted for the first time that the role of the
protector of the hut and the cave or the fire is a

lot more fitting than that of the hunter or fish-
erman.42 Therefore, argues Ratzel, the fact that
we first of all consider the position of women
when evaluating a people is unsurprising, since
their behavior is generally shared by the family
and through it to the whole people.

As for the evaluation of the family, the fol-
lowing considerations must be included:

• The status of women: the peoples which
honour women create conditions of good
family, educational and economic life. A low
female status results in the breakdown of both
the family and the people. To men, who
oppress and marginalize women, Ratzel
attributes effeminate characteristics.43

• The economic importance of the family to
the state, which is particularly important in
Germany, where self-restraint and the practice
of saving are essential. He also considers that
the acquisition of material goods constitutes a
motive for the creation of a family.44

• The wholehearted devotion to family life,
the forging of strong ties and the concurrence
of interests and inclinations between men and
women. In this context, he believes that the
participation of women in the social affairs, in
politics or the political parties occurs only in
societies with loose family ties, where the
status of women is particularly low.45

• The importance of family in maintaining
the colonies; Ratzel considers the migration
of entire families extremely useful, since the
family environment helps address practical
and emotional problems. He collates the
strategy of England and Germany, who
colonized North America with entire
families, with the examples of the Spanish
and the Portuguese, who sent to Central and
South America mostly young men look-
ing for a stroke of luck. While the first
flourished, the latter—despite their physical

38Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 180.
39The headings do not exist in the original text, which is
divided into three not entitled parts. The present classi-
fication was chosen for the sake of better understanding.
40Ratzel,9F. (1878): DieBeurteilungderVölker, p. 180.
41Ibid., p. 180.

42Ibid., p. 181.
43Ratzel,9 F. (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 181.
44Ibid., p. 182.
45Ibid., p. 182.
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advantages—were left behind to their politi-
cal, economic and cultural demise.46

• The strong family ties as a measure—used
of course with great caution—of the
morality of a people. Ratzel recommends
great caution, as there are various hidden
traps, such as limited knowledge of a foreign
people, possible prejudice or the misuse of
statistics. Especially as regards the statistical
data, he considers that an in-depth analysis of
family life is much more important for the
evaluation of peoples than the statistics on
marriages, births or prostitution.47 Finally, he
stresses that, despite any statistical diver-
gence, the comparative observations of the
most discerning observers agree that people
are alike in the field of morality, although
each time this depends on how morality is
defined in our modern culture.48

• The family’s contribution to the education
of a people, whereby the molding of char-
acter is more important than the acquisition of
knowledge. The ability of the majority to
read, write and count, as was then the case in
Germany, was considered highly important.
However, he believes that the comparison
with peoples without compulsory education is
not—despite what is incorrectly believed—
pivotal in favor of the former, because the
training of the intellect will exert profound
influence on human actions only if there is
enough time and means to make the educa-
tion substantial. Without this deeper appro-
priation, knowledge is a useful tool and
beyond that nothing. Ratzel considers the
development of a solid moral base, that only
the family can pass on, even more important
than the system of basic education. As to this
last point, he compares the German to the
British settlers in Sydney or New York,
where the lack of a compulsory basic educa-
tion did not prevent the latter to develop a
sense of self-confidence, a practical viewpoint

and confidence,49 factors that helped them not
only survive in challenging situations, but
accompany them throughout their lives.

4.2.2 Intellectual and Scientific Life

The German geographer’s appreciation of the
knowledgeability and the intellect of a people is
poorer than what one would expect, stressing that
in normal life a person’s capacity is not assessed
based on knowledge, as is the case with a pro-
fessional scientist. He rather emphasizes the way
in which one applies his knowledge. That is the
determining factor of our judgment, and this
should, therefore, be the criterion of a peoples’
assessment.50 He considers this matter particu-
larly important for the Germans, firstly because
no people values science per se, and secondly
because the Germans were forced to seek solace
in the development of science after being held in
contempt by the other peoples due to their
political and scientific destitution.51

He expresses the particularly ethnocentric
view that a people will benefit more by
achievements it does not need to share with
others, since the entire world enjoys the benefits
of scientific achievements, while, individually, a
people devoted mainly to science such as the
Germans, enjoys only the benefits of the con-
ferred honour, and concludes that only when the
scholars become teachers, their endeavours will
be truly beneficial.52

The above view demonstrates a strict Protes-
tant ethic, since Ratzel—a view pervading his
entire work—considers the material achieve-
ments more important than the cultivation of the
intellect.53 He directly associates his viewpoint to
the social gap of his days, which is identified and
taken into account in a pragmatic and equally

46Ibid., pp. 182–183.
47Ibid., p. 183.
48Ibid., p. 184.

49Ibid., p. 184.
50Ibid., p. 185.
51Ratzel,9F. (1878): DieBeurteilungderVölker, p. 185.
52Ibid., p. 185.
53The Protestant influence lies also in his views on the
labour division. See Sect. 4.5.3.
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elitist manner, questioning the pretext that the
ideas of science, literature and the arts, which are
useful to humanity, are equally useful to the
people, if they are not applicable in their every-
day life. He explicitly states that the rays of the
spiritual sun hardly penetrate into the mass,
since only the upper layer follows their orbit and
comprehends their adventures. Underneath lies a
layer that partakes only in the major epochs, and
is normally one generation behind in intellectual
life. The rest is dark and empty. How small, if it
could ever be measured, would be the number of
Germans who have the ability to claim a share of
the literary and artistic treasures, and how
smaller the number to claim a share of the
achievements of our research? Even when the
ability of co-enjoying literature and art is distinct,
Ratzel believes that it remains at the level of
enjoyment, with no perseverance, with limited
applicability and potential for dissemination.54

Given the above, he concludes that the intel-
lectual life of a people can not set the tone of his
evaluation, like other manifestations of domestic
life. In any case it would be wrong, as it often
happens, if that was the sole criterion.55

4.2.3 Work and Economy

Ratzel likens the intellectual production of great
minds to the flower of an angiosperm that does
not bloom every single year, but only when—
apart from the external conditions—the condi-
tions for the concentration of internal forces are
ripe after a long term of non-blooming growth.
Frequently the trunk and branches reveal more
about the essence of this plant than the transient
appearance of a flower, which can mislead our
judgment.56

Therefore, he considers that the most secure
solution is to put initially on the scale those
expressions of peoples, whose work is based on
the ground. He cites the example of Spain, a

country which during the last 30 years, in an
attempt to recover intellectually, has presented
the greatest intellectual surge from the time of
Cervantes and Calderon, without, however, the
seal of great masters. Against this rumored death
of the intellect, he claims that the fifty times
higher Spanish exports arouse hopes for a
recovery, since, as the figures undoubtedly
illustrate, the people keeps working and intensi-
fying labour, despite the intellectual death of the
higher classes who are mobilised and trained in
literature. Ratzel therefore believes that labour
and material progress, even when poor, will
ensure the peoples’ existence and awaken the
higher classes, when fresher and richer blood
starts flowing back to the head and the lungs of
the nation from the lungs of the labourers.57 In
an attempt to stress afresh the significance of
economic prosperity in the development of peo-
ples, especially in their course towards national
integration, he cites the example of Italy and
Germany, (countries stunted with regard to their
national concerns) in whose case history clearly
showed—and it was probably no coincidence—
that economic factors, in particular, played a
vital role in both national rebirths.

As a result of the above, Ratzel supports that
the economic work of a people must be taken
seriously into account when assessing it, just
because all citizens are involved.58 Being confi-
dent that the expressions of life or work consti-
tute the solid basis for the assessment of peoples,
he places economic activity—in which all people
are involved as opposed to other activities—near
the top of the assessment list, only second after
the family. As for the range of data that must be
considered, he observes that naturally conclu-
sions cannot be drawn only from the plus and
minus of trade statistics. Bank statistics, statistics
on residence and employment, alcohol con-
sumption etc. should be also taken very seriously
into account.59

Finally, the German geographer puts a seem-
ingly strange question: To what extent do social

54Ratzel,9 F. (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, pp. 185–
186.
55Ibid., p. 186.
56Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 186.

57Ibid., p. 187.
58Ibid., p. 187.
59Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 187.
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classes that do not have to work appreciate
labour? He anticipates that the appreciation of
labour creates a new group, the aristocracy of
labour. And that happens because the act of
refining labour (by elevating it to the status of the
nobility) connects the forever drifting apart
classes, more than the common elements of his-
tory and laws together. He eventually concludes
that the social conflicts within nations will
become increasingly more fierce, as the upper
classes get less involved in their proportional
share of labour, whose weight falls on the
shoulders of the entire people, and which weight
is considered by the lower classes as
unbearable.60

4.2.4 Intellectual Heroes and Great
Statesmen

Driven by the reference to peoples’ intellectual
life, Ratzel attempts to find the status of a peo-
ple’s great intellectual heroes and leading
politicians, and wonders whether a people should
be considered greater on the basis of the status it
attributes to eminent men; whether it is elevated
thanks to the large production of such important
men and whether their existence is a measure of
an overall intellectual flowering.61

On this matter, Ratzel demonstrates even at
his relatively early work a complex and
multi-faceted thinking. Using the byword “in the
land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king”, he
suggests a very careful treatment of this subject,
arguing that the occurence of great heroes
depends on the peoples’ living conditions.62

Hence, the great men of certain peoples are
identified in trade or manual labor, especially
when there is no need to guide the people or the
possibility of conquering a dominant position.
Ratzel remarks that in specific eras great men
emerge or the existence of a great man compels
the emergence of another, and he observes that
the great conquerors were surrounded by a team

of eminent figures, just as a star rarely shines
alone, causing almost always constellations.63

Under the previous perception that eminent
men emerge if the people face particular chal-
lenges, he uses England of the last 100 years to
illustrate his point. Then the administrative needs
of a free state incubated a generation of great
politicians. Accordingly, he criticizes the idea of
the supposedly two-and-a-half-century-long
intellectual deficiency in Germany—between
Luther and Lessing—since in the last decades of
the previous century many intellectual personal-
ities had emerged. Ratzel explains this phe-
nomenon on the basis of the treaties existing at
the time, which did not allow the invocation or
promotion of eminent men, although the latter
were always there almost invisible: I cannot
imagine Goethe disseminating his intellectual
might as a Lutheran preacher in villages of the
16th century, or Lessing wandering the coun-
tryside as a soldier in the 17th century or Bis-
marck as the governor of a tiny state in the 18th
century.64

Therefore, Ratzel deduces that it is hard to
give a lot of weight to them (i.e. eminent men)
when assessing peoples, adding yet another rea-
son, namely that the heroes of intellectual life do
not belong to only one people, but to all the
peoples they exercise their influence on.65 For
this purpose he invokes Aristotle, who perhaps
had a far greater influence on medieval culture
than on Greeks themselves, or the example of
Shakespeare, who never had as determinative an
influence on English literature, as he had on the
German classics. Nevertheless, Ratzel adds that
the enhancement, that eminent men offer to the
reputation of a people, can not be ignored or
underestimated in any way, nor can their real
value.

Considering the contribution of intellectuals
in the relations among peoples, Ratzel remarks
that, despite certain cases of ingratitude, there are
several examples of gratitude towards Greece or
Italy, not merely in the form of compassion but

60Ibid., p. 187.
61Ibid., p. 187.
62Ibid., p. 188.

63Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 188.
64Ibid., p. 188.
65Ibid., p. 189.
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also practically, acknowledging what ancient
Greece and Rome once were for the educated
humanity. Therefore, he believes that good rela-
tions between the intellectuals can be broadly
constructive and he attaches great importance to
the practical acknowledgement of a people—not
only the small and vulnerable—by the finest and
noblest of peoples. Ratzel even attempts a very
interesting distinction, by which he demarcates
different levels of foreign policy implementation,
namely the level of the intellectual elite, the
applied policy and the masses, and wonders at
how clearly the flame of such an acknowledge-
ment dances amidst the blur of baseness and
ignorance that characterize the international
relations of the masses.66 To reinforce this idea,
he refers to the positive feelings the Germans
recently experienced, when great poets and
researchers were acknowledged beyond the
Rhine and the Channel, in contrast to our
practical endeavours in the fields of politics and
economy. Certainly, he hastens to put such
reactions in their true dimensions, adding that
such bonding of scholars of different peoples,
expressed by means of compliments and honours,
alliances of the finest kind, are certainly warm-
hearted and temporary, as well as joyous. Yet,
they fade away so easily with the first wind of
enmity between peoples. But their roots remain
and become the first forerunners of Spring after
history’s stormy periods in the relations of
peoples.67

Of particular interest are his comments on the
assessment of the eminent politicians, whose
contribution Ratzel differentiates as to internal
and external affairs: the eminent men of politics
constitute a direct benefit for the people, from
which they have sprung, as they determine the
people’s history in the global arena. In connec-
tion to the political influence of great men on the
internal affairs of a ready people, during the
assessment of peoples one can embrace the
republican axiom that happier and more confi-
dent for the future of humanity are those people,

who do not need great men in internal affairs,
since its masses show enough dedication and
dexterity to secure the best possible outcome. The
domestic evolution of a people requires peace,
tranquility and a calm pace, factors difficult to
reconcile with the frenzied pace and impatience
of ingenious natures.68

4.2.5 The Conscience of “Socially
Belonging Together”

Referring essentially to the process of state birth
and development, Ratzel remarks that the cog-
nizance of belonging together, which transforms
individuals to a people, is not equally deep in all
peoples, since it sometimes constitutes an inert,
lifeless sense; in other cases the people are
impregnated with national enthusiasm for life,
that healthy pleasure that lies beneath the out-
standing performance of people.69 He underlines
that the vitality and dynamism of this awareness
is directly linked to the homogeneity of the
people’s forces and the acquisition of a greater
capacity for action, which shall contribute to the
development of deep-rooted morals, attitudes and
institutions that could be considered the skeleton
of such a body. Certainly they constitute the
adhesive substance of an organism, but also one
of its constituents, which enables it to respond to
a great destiny and to the fulfillment of great
missions. Therefore—according to Ratzel—this
awareness gives us a means by which to measure
the duration and worth of a people. The looser
the cohesion of a people, the poorer its perfor-
mance as a people, and therefore the shorter the
future predicted for it. On the contrary, the
stronger the cognizance of belonging together,
namely the firmer its unification by means of
national consciousness, the fitter it will prove to
be for outstanding performance and the longer it
is apparently meant to last.70

In certain cases Ratzel attributes the devel-
opment of strong consciousness to geography, as

66Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 189.
67Ibid., p. 189.

68Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 190.
69Ibid., p. 190.
70Ibid., p. 190.
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some people—especially insular people and
people well protected by natural walls—fortu-
nately enjoy the development of the conscious-
ness that they belong together thanks to their
geographical position. Examples of unification
and development of a vigorous national con-
sciousness under such conditions are the British,
the Norwegians, the Spaniards and to a lesser
extent the Dutch and the Swiss, whose physical
location functioned as a shelter from the outside
world and as a great advantage for strengthening
internal relations and rallying together for a
common cause. Such conditions had a positive
impact in the cases of England and Scotland,
while the gifts of nature to the evolution of
peoples are evident in the case of the German
people, among which only the ones surrounded
by natural boundaries, such as the Swiss, the
Norwegians, the Icelanders and the Dutch
achieved full political freedom.71

When, however, external driving forces are
missing, the respective internal forces have to be
strong in order to achieve the same result. As an
example of such internal forces in the case of
politically dependent nations, such as the Jews
and the Armenians, Ratzel invokes the religious
camaraderie developed as a connecting force,
despite the enormous diffusion and all kinds of
oppression. Moreover, great historical memories,
the common language and customs and the sus-
tained sense (in a narrow and continuously
widening circle) of the need for a stable coexis-
tence in one nation state transformed the large
but fragmented German and Italian peoples into
nations with strong consciousness and deep
cohesion. Likewise, Ratzel considers that the
unfavorable possibility of an annihilation keeps
the Poles united, while in recent years the Mag-
yars have resisted the peoples surrounding their
fragmented areas.72

4.2.6 Language and “National
Identity”

In the battle to avoid a possible disappearance
either for the progress or the expansion of peo-
ples, Ratzel attaches a great role to the mother
tongue, whose cultivation—alongside national
literature—normally signal a clear national
consciousness.73

Special contribution to the development of
small nations, separated several decades before
from the colorful amalgam of peoples of the
countries of Southern Danube (Magyars, Serbs,
Croats, Romanians), was made, according to
Ratzel, by the Institutes created for the purpose
of maintaining the national dialect, namely the
scientific and literary academies, national the-
atres, the presence of poets and writers, whose
contribution was proportionate to that of major
changes or victorious wars. Gauging the impor-
tance of the common language in relation to the
size of each nation, he thinks that it is important
for small, ambitious ethnic groups to be united,
carefully check their lines, understand the
meaning of their power. Anyone who speaks their
language bears in a way their stamp. If they can
not become politically or economically inde-
pendent from the peoples around them, they try
to achieve that at least at the level of their
intellectual life.74 Having noticed that the resi-
dents of a province or of a smaller region find—
even in the context of large peoples—the main-
tenance of their dialect charming, since it
embodies the paternal national memories, Ratzel
records the same objective even more easily in
the case of new nations which turn to their par-
ticular languages, that often contain significant
historical memories, already suggesting the
beginning of a national literature.75

Unlike small peoples, Ratzel does not con-
sider linguistic unity a prerequisite in cases of
large peoples, where the language of the majority
is imposed (examples from France, England,

71Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, pp. 190–
191.
72Ibid., p. 191.

73Ibid., p. 191.
74Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, pp. 191–
192.
75Ibid., p. 192.
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Germany, European Russia, Italy, Spain, with the
exception of Austria-Hungary and Turkey).
When such large majorities exist, there is no
need to impose the majority’s language on
minorities, nor is there a need for linguistic
assimilation, like in the case of smaller nations,
stresses Ratzel, hastening, however, to list the
advantages and highlight the importance of lin-
guistic homogeneity, since without a linguistic
identity neither common education nor easy and
thus lively discussions can be achieved, or a
common evocation of historical memories, with-
out which a compact, nationally conscious peo-
ple is unimaginable. The desire for a common
language already arises due to the practical
need for the smooth operation of the adminis-
trative mechanism.76

Examining the process of cultural and lin-
guistic assimilation, Ratzel discusses a Dar-
winian view, according to which, when the
majority of a nation’s population belongs to a
gifted, lively, and potent people, then the
assimilation of smaller peoples happens auto-
matically (e.g. Germany, Great Britain, USA).
To the features of a powerful people he adds the
decisive ability to incorporate foreign elements.
Therefore, such a people does not need to
develop a phobia for the appearance of foreign
elements, but has to be confident in its own
superiority, knowing that it will be able to halt
them quietly.77 As a case of violent assimilation
Ratzel presents the struggle of a strong people,
the Russians, against the Germans of the eastern
provinces or against the Poles, a struggle which
shows a crucial cultural failure on the part of the
oppressor. The opposite he illustrates in the case
of the tolerance of the vast majority of the
dominant anglophone population of the US over
other nationalities, which reveals the true essence
of self-confidence and prudence of that majority.
The fact that a truly competent and powerful
people do not consider themselves in any way
bound to such phobic attempts for repression, is

one of the best results of education, contemporary
and historically acquired, and such desperate
attempts paralyze the forces, which could be more
efficiently used in other directions,78 he warns his
countrymen—prophetically one could argue—
considering that such repressive efforts, arising
from a lack of awareness of one’s own power,
lead to direct weakness that results in adverse,
irreversible effects. A characteristic example of
this is the economic collapse of Mexico, which is
in the most unfavorable economic situation of the
last 60 years, because of the repeated expulsion of
the Spaniards, an act dictated by national jealousy.
Finally, he formulates the general rule that the
great people, who are healthy and potent, exert a
physical attraction to smaller ones and have the
natural ability to assimilate without oppression
the small peoples.79

4.2.7 About Extraction and Its
Characteristics

Inspired by the linguistic dispute, Ratzel touches
upon a current issue of that era, namely the
ethnic composition of countries, estimating that
the quarreling of different nationalities within a
people80 would fade away, should there be none
of the utterly exaggerated perception of the
purity of their origin.81 He invokes scientific data
—without, however, citing any specific research
—of racial anthropology (Rassenlehre), that lead
to the basic argument that pure races do not
exist, but all races are mixed,82 a rule he transfers
to peoples, namely arguing that they include in
their classes very different elements to what they
tend to admit, while the importance of the
national element in their history—as far as that
importance is known—as well as the present,

76Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 192.
77Ibid., p. 193.

78Ibid., p. 193.
79Ibid., p. 193.
80Obviously, Ratzel is here referring to the people in the
terms of state.
81Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 193.
82Ibid., p. 193.
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misleads them to overestimate it compared to the
distant past.83

Ratzel interprets this phenomenon, but does
not consider it logical, since the pursuit of an
extreme idealization of a people’s origin and the
presentation of a family tree as pure as possible
leads the people to create an association with the
former—discussed in history—residents of their
country, while in practice the people’s internal
and external nature and particularly the amal-
gamation with other nations had a much stron-
ger influence on them (e.g. French—Gauls, the
Italians who refused a amalgamation with the
Celts, Italians—Romans, Germans, English).84

The peoples’ tendency to invoke a pure and
ancient origin is defied not only by history, but
by the incorrect estimation over the difference
between pure and mixed-race peoples, believes
Ratzel. First of all, he welcomes the invocation
of past events, in which one rightfully takes
pride, and realises that, beyond any psychologi-
cal parameters, a great past also has a practical
importance, when high ideals are accentuated
thanks to the glory of the past. At the same time,
he severely criticizes beyond a doubt the theories
of racial purity, stressing the fact that such
advantageous things can never include racial
purity. In this context he condemns incest, i.e. the
continuous interbreeding among blood relatives,
which, as we can see, carries along devastating
consequences for both the intellect and the body,
for families … as well as for people.85

Arguing in favor of the amalgamation of
peoples, at first he stresses that unilateral, natural
inclination of peoples and persons could degen-
erate to disease through incest, but weaken or
even disappear through amalgamation. What is
more, he considers that by amalgamation another
advantage, probably more significant—at least
for the purposes of a short-term observation—is
achieved: the increase in the number and the
variety of inclinations. These advantages are

observed in each one of the peoples of Europe; as
an example he mentions the role of the Germans
living in Alsace-Lorraine in France, where the
non-French completed the French in many skills,
so that the prospect of losing the former would
equal the loss of areas like Auvergne or Gas-
cogne for France.86 Loosing Alsace and Lorraine
made France sparser with regard to its popula-
tion, but also too unilateral, says Ratzel, using
for the purpose of comparison the opposite
example of the great economic boom of Bel-
gium, whose main reason of occurence, as has
long been recognized, is the excellent amalga-
mation of peoples.87 On this basis, Ratzel
explains how the Flemish (seafarers and trade
experts) and the Walloon (shy and adept in
manufacturing) have shared tasks, since the for-
mer would not make much of a blacksmith, and
vice versa, the latter would never share the for-
mer’s enthusiasm for the sea and world trade.
The same is observed in England, where the
Anglo-Saxons are the seafarers and traders, while
the Celts remain tied to iron and coal. Inevitably
the comparison moves to the Germanic peoples:
How much more unilateral and less flexible than
those mixed peoples are the purely Germanic
peoples of Scandinavia and the inhabitants of the
Netherlands? And hasn’t in German history the
contrast between the semi-Slavic East and the
German North and the West proved fertile and
lifesaving? What a disgrace were all those
interactions for the shortsighted dreams of those
fanatical Old-Teutons, who considered the peo-
ple on the other side of the Elbe as inferior, led
by the Schwaben and Bavarians, since allegedly
in their veins flows Slavic blood!88

According to Ratzel, the advantages of mixing
populations are not limited to historical facts, but
become more apparent in younger state forma-
tions, which are in a more intensive transforma-
tion process. In Russia, for example, Ratzel
identifies a German population, small in number
but large in significance for the administration,
especially the country’s economic development;83Ibid., p. 193.

84Ratzel9 (1878): Die Bjeurteilung der Völker, pp. 193–
194.
85Ibid., p. 194. Another clear point of criticism against the
theoreticians of racism.

86Areas in Southern France.
87Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 195.
88Ibid., p. 195.
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at the same time, in the US one can see more
clearly than anywhere else how the people are
able to allocate to the different races or ethnic-
ities different functions, as befits each one. As
part of this allocation, which often arises in his
work, he points out that in the US the Germans
support agriculture with their steadfastness, their
devotion to the land, their diligence and prudence
in economics, while the Irish are more suitable
than anyone for unskilled work in factories or
day labour. Ratzel believes that the Americans
have themselves acknowledged89 that without
the Germans and the Irish both agriculture and
manufacture in the US would be far behind the
stage of progress of that time and wonders
accordingly how the economic life of Poland or
Romania would be without the Jews, or that of
Asia Minor and the countries of Pontus without
the Armenians or the Greeks. The importance of
peoples’ amalgamation is evident even in the
highest level of contemporary cultural evolution,
at the Metropolis of the modern world … in
London City, that centre of world trade, where
we find the Jews and the Germans90 as integral
members of wholesaling, and mainly as a part of
the population active in stock trading.91

Ratzel recognizes the advantages of amalga-
mation, but he does not consider any form of
racial merging as beneficial.92 Partially ques-
tioning the aforementioned with regard to the
benefits of amalgamation, he points out that
when a white people is degraded by unlimited
interbreeding with Negroes, Malaysians etc. to
such an extent, as the Portuguese did in all their
overseas colonies, then it is simply a case of
downgrading from a higher level, which they had
once conquered, and it is thus regrettable.93

Equally problematic, according to Ratzel, is
the fragmentation of a state’s demographic
composition, as recorded in the cases of Euro-
pean Turkey and the Austro-Hungarian monar-
chy, where such a colorful and diverse admixture
of peoples … is of course harldy desirable.94 In
contrast to these cases, several millions of Slavs,
Danes and French of the German Empire seem
over time to be a welcome addition to our purely
German characteristics, since on the one hand
they are not enough in number to disrupt the
mainly German character of our Empire, as long
as we preserve our internal links, and on the
other hand, because they help us protect this
character from one-sidedness and inflexibility.95

In fact, he realises that these groups can be very
helpful for the Germans, as their opposition
reminds us that over time the unswerving
national sentiment does not suffice, and it is only
our own abilities and the growing supremacy of
our state institutions that will enable their for-
ever more stable integration.96 To this he adds
that the addition of a substantial part of foreign
people to an already existing, ready nation con-
stitutes undeniably a dangerous experiment,
which can only be successfully tested in condi-
tions of the greatest possible freedom, like in
Switzerland or the USA. The rest of us, who have
to focus on the protection of our internal cohe-
sion, have been recently concerned – and only
because of lively traffic among peoples - with the
influx of large quantities of fresh blood in the
veins of our organism.97

4.2.8 The Cosmopolitan Age
or the Oncoming
Globalisation

The last section reveals the acumen of the rat-
selian analysis—as long as this section is
understood in its true dimensions and not in the

89The text is written in the year 1878, when also his US
books were published, in which Ratzel analyzes the
multinational function of the US and Mexico.
90In one paragraph refers twice positively to special
economic slope of Jews.
91Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 195.
92Ibid., p. 195.
93Ibid., p. 196. Ratzel’s reference does not contain any
biologically, but culturally criteria. See in detail Sect. 4.6.
For the meaning of the terms upper and lower see Sect. 4.1.

94Ibid., p. 196.
95Ibid., p. 196.
96Ibid., p. 196.
97Ratzel9 (1878): DieBeurteilungderVölker, p. 196.
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light of the alleged biological considerations—
since the German geographer had fully under-
stood the change coming perforce due to tech-
nological advancement and as a result of that,
due to Verkehr. It is obvious how Ratzel (let us
not forget that this essay comes from his early
period) sees distances between peoples shorten-
ing; he catches wind of the upcoming global-
ization and (loyal to the principles of liberalism
from a national perspective) looks for a method
to manage the new situation, researching the
operation of the most multicultural society of the
time, the USA. Thus, by extrapolating the pro-
posals of the brightest minds of his time for the
establishment of a global society, always in the
context of a healthy state construct, he conceives
as the only practical form of cosmopolitanism98

the growth, amalgamation and distribution of
labour among peoples.99 As part of the process
of outlining a new global architecture, he does
not believe that the future will bring some cos-
mopolitanism that is uncontrolled, inadequate in
duties and tendencies, but understands as a
positive development the slow but stable inte-
gration of foreign elements, which occurs in
every folk culture, no matter how complete,
during the prior two-way traffic, and the mutual
respect among peoples.100

In the above passage the influence of Friedrich
List101 is clearly observed, since Ratzel refers to
an inevitable, due to traffic, global integration on
the basis of national—rather than individual—
participation, and essentially visualizes a global
system with a distribution of roles, depending on
the capabilities and skills of each people.

Ratzel considers the above data more impor-
tant than other goods, since in recent years they
have already contributed to bringing people
together, and in the future they will have a
soothing and humanitarian effect … they enrich
us and invigorate us from inside, without
changing the spirit and forms of our people more

and faster than what is necessary for our har-
monious enlargement.102

Obviously seeking a balance between cos-
mopolitanism and national interest, Ratzel is
fully aware of the fact that he is considering
long-term processes, which do not radically
change interstate relationships and national riv-
alry. He therefore underlines that the influence of
these elements can not be fully assessed based on
whether wars will become scarcer or whether
they will ever completely cease to exist, but
based on the fact that the peoples’ movement
during off-war periods [became] a lot more
humane, more familiar, more comprehensible
and therefore more tolerant … Towards this
direction, of course, a lot is still to be
achieved.103

By examining the often stigmatized and truly
misunderstood amalgamation of peoples from
such a positive viewpoint, he challenges the
dominant perception of his era, which tends to
assume deep-rooted differences between peoples,
by asking whether peoples can be so different,
since they have so much in common because of
amalgamation. He gives a straight answer to this
question, noting that very often scholars record
differences between peoples, much deeper than
the actual ones, as external characteristics, lan-
guage differences, variations in the body frame,
morals etc. are given extreme prominence.104

Yet, he states that these differences are elements
that a people acquires over its course in history
and during the impact of a situation it was found
in at a given time, while others have an imper-
ceptible influence on the inner life and the most
important expressions of that people. In this
context, he comments that the history of mixed
race peoples seems to be determined by several
characteristics, depending on the each time
dominant element. As an example he cites Bri-
tain, whose ancient history was Celtic, later
became part of migratory movements under the
influence of the English and the Saxons, received

98Term used by Ratzel, in the sense of the modern term
globalization.
99Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 196.
100Ibid., p. 196.
101See Sect. 2.3.

102Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, pp. 196–
197.
103Ibid., p. 197.
104Ibid., p. 197.
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romanic overtones during the first centuries after
the conquest by the Normans, enjoyed perhaps
the greatest German influence during the days of
Elizabeth and the revolution, and has since
acquired the unique character that corresponds to
the current British nation, a remarkable ethno-
graphic mixture, which integrates increasingly
more foreign elements.105 Similarly, in Austrian
politics he observes Spanish-Italian, Germanic,
Slavic, Magyar periods, while he sees in the
Russian state entity of that day a more German
character, than what it would probably have in
50 years, while 300 years before it even had a
Mongolian influence. Ratzel speculates that the
above observations should also apply to nations
in which data heterogeneity is hidden under the
veil of a common language, history and citizen-
ship. Along with its language a people loses quite
a lot, most importantly his feeling of uniqueness,
but does not lose the peculiarities of its charac-
ter, which will be exercised for a long time,
wherever he compactly resides. As an example
of such cases, Ratzel discusses the struggles for
the fueros106 of the people of Northern Spain,
who present fossilized elements of the old Gothic
rigidity.107

Following a thorough discussion of the con-
sequences of amalgamation, Ratzel refers to the
significant impact of the opposite phenomenon,
namely the isolation of small population seg-
ments, on a people as a whole. Ignoring the
quantitative reduction occurring the moment the
detachment takes place, he observes that these
detached fragments significantly enrich in most
cases the people they were separated from.
Therefore, Ratzel concludes that the Germans
should be happy, because autonomously acting
and productive members of our national core
have persevered in Switzerland, Austria and the

Russian provinces of the Eastern Sea. These
politically separated, but intellectually united
members live under completely different condi-
tions; think and feel in some respects different
from us. While it is questionable whether their
political reintegration would make us more
powerful,108 it is certain that they would not
enrich our German intellectual life, but merely
make it more uniform.109

In an attempt to justify the importance of such
national islets for an entire people, he cites his-
torical examples, such as Tyrol’s fight for free-
dom, an important part of German history, or the
role of French Switzerland (especially Geneva), a
hub of international intellectual life in France,
whose annexation (500,000 francophones) the
rational French did not consider beneficial for
France’s intellectual life. He also observes that
the rapid growth of European colonial states in
America and Australia imparts a lot more
importance to detached groups of a people.
Moreover, he considers that the dominant role of
the English language, and in part of English
culture, in most of the non-European world is
based not only on the metropolis, that is Great
Britain, but soon also the USA, a detached part
of the British Empire. Likewise, in Australia,
New Zealand and South America similar mem-
bers of an English speaking and to a certain
extent English thinking non-European, colonial
people are nurtured.110

Overviewing the contemporary world situa-
tion, Ratzel eventually concludes that the English
language and its corollaries, the English laws,
traditions and customs are more protected from a
possible decline compared to any other nation.
Perhaps we, the rest of the peoples, are strong
trees, but we base our development on one trunk,
while England—like a huge Indian fig tree—is at
the same time supported by numerous pillars,
which run deep in new territory.111105Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 197.

106Spanish law compendia, which became local laws,
calling for special freedoms and privileges, especially all
the privileges and freedoms of Navarre and the three
Basque provinces, which lifted Alfonso II, by the law of
22 June 1876. Source: Bibliographisches Institut & F.
A. Brockhaus AG, 2002, Sat_Wolf, Bayern.
107Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, pp. 197–
198.

108For Ratzel there is no need for territorial annexation of
these German-speaking regions, accentuating however
their significant because of their general intellectual and
cultural contribution.
109Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 198.
110Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 198.
111Ibid., p. 199.
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4.2.9 About Demography as a State
Power Contributor

In the last part of the essay, Ratzel examines
peoples’ demography, declaring at the outset that
of course, a people has to grow rapidly to create
affiliated peoples, and apart from that a people
has to be capable of colonisation.112 Identifying
population growth as one of the most important
factors in the life of peoples, he stresses that the
annual rate of population growth in France
amounts to about one third of the equivalent rate
in Prussia, and invokes (without citing any
sources) the calculations of a German statistician,
who foresaw that in 2000 Germany could have
more than double the population of France. He
believes that previously this element had not
been adequately evaluated by the neighbouring
country; otherwise it could have significantly
subdues France’s belligerent attitude and reck-
less politics of the last decades.113

Apart from people’s growth and proliferation,
Ratzel draws readers’ attention to the possibility
of a necrosis, the death of peoples. As regards
large peoples, he endorses the view that a people
can not be annihilated because of aging, or
because of the harsh blows of fate (have the
Romans stopped living in the Italians, the Greeks
in the Modern Greeks, etc.?). He makes a special
reference to the example of the Chinese, a people
much older than any European people, and yet
strong enough to cause, due to its enormous
population, among the European peoples the
yellow fear of a Chinese tide.114

Unlike the previous examples, he mentions
several cases of dead, completely extinct peoples,
such as the almost complete retreat of the Celtic
tribes on the British Isles, the Prussians in
northeastern Germany, the Kurs in the homony-
mous country (Kurland)115 and the Basques in
the Pyrenees. Some of them were almost wiped

out during the past centuries, killed body and
soul. Lately they die after losing their soul and
first of all its main expression, the language, then
other particularities, and in the end they are
integrated by neighboring peoples. Usually, for
some time, traces of the folk costume or customs
survive and children’s stories talk about the lost,
as it happens with some plants, which sprout in
places where people once lived. Yet, in the end,
their traces are at best found only in books.
Ratzel regards as comforting the fact that these
cases concern peoples with smaller populations,
who did not reach by means of their own forces
noteworthy cultural levels; groups considered
tribes rather than peoples. Even though he pre-
sents examples of small peoples who remained
autonomous even under the most difficult con-
ditions, such as the Jews, Swiss, some Christian
peoples of European Turkey, etc., he invokes the
existing rule that world history has never recor-
ded the death of numerically larger populations
while today’s more numerous known people
seem to offer the best prospects for survival.

4.2.10 Strength (Kraft) and power
(Macht)

Finally, Ratzel discusses the need to obtain
strength and power as factors for the evaluation
and effectiveness of peoples, emphasizing the
fact that the mere survival, merely existing is not
enough. Strength (Kraft) and power (Macht)
belong to the honourary life of a people.116 And
this in many cases is what tilts the scales of the
evaluation of peoples. Even when a people
enjoys the best reputation, any acknowledgement
and praise will be fragile against slight oscilla-
tions during the evaluation, and that will be of no
use, before they are brought to the granite base
of a respectable position, which can be achieved
only through work and struggle.117

112Ibid., p. 199.
113Ibid., p. 199.
114Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 199.
115Kurland: one of four Latvia’s historical regions. The
other three are Semgallen (Zemgale), Zentral-Livland
(Vidzeme) und Lettgallen.

116The above analysis makes even more evident, long
before the use of the term Political Geography, Ratzel’s
systemic analytical approach, which completely coincides
with the nature of modern Geopolitics, as a power
analysis tool.
117Ratzel9 (1878): Die Beurteilung der Völker, p. 200.
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